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I still have only two days of complete quarantine, so this morning I woke up trying to do some healthy 

self-criticism on what I could have done differently during the last few weeks.  

Let’s be honest, it took me a long time: throughout the first 43 diaries, I have always written about 

“social distancing”: I was welcoming the expression without critical thinking.  

This was a big mistake: it is physical, not social distancing, and words matter a lot.  

Words have a deep impact both on us - who are experiencing the pandemic here and now – and on the 

way this phase of human history will be remembered, described, and studied.  

It is our duty not to let physical distancing become social distancing as well, and we have a few means 

not to let this happen.  

Do not wait to be in the best mood to reach out to relatives and friends, make an effort, a better mood 

will come during the phone call.  

Do not text only, but call instead, do not be lazy and, if somebody calls you, pick up the phone. 

Leave notes and messages to the elderly, bring grocery at their doors. Visit your family if you are 

allowed to, and if you are concerned about contagion practice physical distancing: they can stay on the 

balcony while you talk to them from the porch, they can stay in the garden while you are behind the 

door.  

Search for solutions, nets, interconnections, relations.  

Be wise but creative, responsible but energetic, cautious but positive.  

 

When talking about social distancing, we indirectly conceive that someone will be left behind. If we talk 

about physical distancing…Well, we are much more than bodies, let’s prove this. 

 

We do not want to be described as the people of the social distancing era.  

 

 

 


